SEWHO INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS

“Since 1996”

Give More Care for LESS COST … The LEEDer way

Installing the Easy Fit SEWHO
No Tools Needed * Flex-E-Core
1. Loosen the YELLOW wing bolts on the clamping
device to slide the bottom plate under the
wheelchair ARM REST. Remove one nut if
necessary to get under.
2.

Long Arm Tray

Once the bottom plate passes under the
wheelchair armrest, push the plate into the
protective, black foam to engage the two parts. Hook the
plate as high as possible on the row of slots to secure the
total assembly. Tighten the YELLOW wing bolts to
secure the unit to the wheelchair. IF NECESSARY, use
wood spacer block under wheelchair arm for better fit.
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3. With the patient in the wheelchair place his/her arm in the arm tray. Based upon the
patient’s needs, locate the proper position for the SEWHO on the wheelchair ARM
REST by sliding it forward or backward. After selecting position, push downward on the
clamping device while tightening the YELLOW wing bolts.
Short Arm Tray

4. Flex-E-Core Arm Tray: Firmly grasp the
Arm Tray with one hand and the “Elbow
Stopper” end of the arm tray with the
other; rotate the “Elbow Stopper” toward
the outside of the chair away from the
patient to prevent the elbow from sliding
out of the Tray. The Universal arm tray
can be adjusted to fit either Right or Left.
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Adjust Arm Tray as necessary.
5. For Vertical Height adjustment remove the patient’s
arm from the arm tray. Loosen both BLACK wing
bolts on the flat side bar 3 full turns.
6. Hold the Arm tray at the desired level and tighten the two
Black wing bolts. “View Holes” are provided next to the wing
bolts to help align the wing bolts
with the holes. Tighten
the wing bolts.
7. Adjust the RED wing
bolts to control lateral
and Pivot movement
after the desired vertical position is reached. TO LOCK the
Lateral-Pivot movement, loosen the RED wing bolts and
tighten the small Silver screws with finger or Allen wrench
provided; then, Re-tighten RED wing bolts.
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ASSEMBLY WILL NOT support a patient’s FULL body weight!
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